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ABSTRACT 

Now-a-days, the excessive use of internet cloud has received much 

attention. Cloud computing is the evolving paradigm that provides the 

services in which cloud consumers can remotely store their data into the 

cloud and access the on-demand high-quality applications. Cloud  

computing is mainly used for resource sharing and with very low-maintenance. In the existing 

Extendable Access Control System procedure, the authority is the trusted party, but in many 

cases, they may perform an illegal action which leads to data loss. In the proposed work 

encryption of data is done through Uncrackable Cipher Dynamic Double Encryption Standard 

(UCDDES). UCDDES performs with the key length of 32, 40 and 48. After dynamically 

selecting the key length the data governor sent the key request to the authority. Then the data 

governor generates the partial secret key based on the obtained key length. It is further used to 

decrypt the data and store in the cloud. As a result, the security of cloud and access control are 

improved and the problems faced by the unauthorized user/ hackers accessing data are reduced. 

It also increased the cloud security and prevented from dictionary attacks, brute force attacks, 

collision attacks, and so on. 

 

INDEX TERMS: Cloud computing, Cloud network security, Dictionary attacks, Data security 

issues, UCDDES based data encryption. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing is mainly used for resource sharing and with very low-maintenance. Even 

though there is no unique description for cloud computing, however, one common meaning 

given by many researchers originates from the National Institute of Standards (NIST): a model 

for network access for sharing resources like application, storage, network, services and 

servers that would be released with less effort.
[1]

 

 

In cloud computing, a user can store their information at remote storage servers. Cloud storage 

model consists of three entities, such as a cloud storage server, Third Party Checker (TPC) and 

user’s group. The user’s group can consist of data owner and the user who ratified to access the 

data and can be altered by the data owner. The group of user can have the data storage services 

provided by the cloud storage server. The TPC can provide data integrity of the shared data 

store in the cloud server. In the remote storage cloud server, the data owner could encrypt and 

upload its data. Sometimes, the cloud server gives invalid results such as hardware/software 

failure, malicious attack, and human maintenance. 

 

These remote storage servers are coped by a Cloud Service Provider (CSP) frequently as a third 

party.
[2], [3]

 Moreover, computer hardware like memory, disk space, and processor are 

virtualized and provided to the end users as a facility via the public Internet.
[4], [5]

 Several 

virtual machines are distributed across a set of powerful data centers with different 

topographical points that serves as a cloud facility, which is interrelated using the 

telecommunication links. Furthermore, the cloud users have to pay based on the actual amount 

of service they have utilized as corresponding to water or electricity bill.
[6], [7]

 The Cloud 

Computing model provides some benefits to both users and service providers. 

 

The benefits for an end user are the rapid elasticity, low cost for maintenance, negligible 

upfront investment, measured service and global access to cloud services.
[8], [9]

 In cloud 

computing, the virtualization technology utilization consequences in high utilization of 

resource and thus carry out less costs for electrical energy to service providers. Although 

clouds are more dependable and have more powerful infrastructure compared to personal 

computers, there are still security worries that prevent users to deploy their businesses in the 

cloud and therefore decreases the growth of cloud computing. The cloud provider lose their 

control over the data and this is the reason why the people do not trust them.
[10], [11]

 Sensitive 

information in cloud storage should also be protected from unauthorized access. 
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As a result, the people who are generating data are wished to know about the confidentiality of 

the information by using cryptographic Access Control Systems (ACS). In recent times, 

investigators have suggested numerous data ACS safeguard the stored information in the 

cloud. Such schemes authorize the data governor to handle authorized users securely and 

repeal their authorization rights. Attribute-based encryption (ABE) is a significant technique 

interpreting the unique characteristics of the user, data governor, or cloud environment to 

control the data access implementation.
[12]-[15] 

 

Our Contribution 

The contributions of the present research work include the following: 

 To implement encryption technique and access control mechanism. 

 To provide the security of the network. 

 To reduce the unauthorized data. 

 To reduce the issues related to data and key leakage and also to secure the data with low cost. 

 

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 examines the literature review in the 

area of WSNs. Section 3 briefly discussed the methodology part of the study. Section 4 

presents the proposed methodology, i.e., Uncrackable Cipher Dynamic Double Encryption 

Standard. Section 5 provides evaluation results of UCDDES and compares them against two of 

its best competitors in the literature. Section 6 discusses the conclusion. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW  

A. Attributed-Based W Access Control (ABAC) scheme was presented by Qiu et al., (2018) 

to protect the financial customers’ privacy data. Assurance of data privacy in semantic 

approach to user access control is made. Higher-level secure sustainability is obtained as it 

could contract with dynamic threats, together with the developing and future threats. Oblivious 

Random Access Memory (ORAM) for high security and data sharing is proposed by Yuan et 

al., (2018). The data block can be avoided from modification by shuffling. The IND-CPA 

security is provided for the system with an ID-Based signature and the Path-ORAM security 

properties. As a result, the system showed the best computation complexity. 

 

The explanation regarding protection by Srinivasan et al., (2018) includes the cloud attacks, 

integrity, privacy, vulnerability in resource sharing and leakages. The services on quality of 

service, data transmission and the significant information omitting are assured. This proficient 

technique preserves the environment of cloud. Analysis of security in addition to privacy 
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identified the competence of the suggested procedure then extended productive efficiency with 

the safe cloud environment. 

 

Iyapparaja et al., (2017) suggested a different encryption technology and signature key on 

cloudlets also and those signature key send to a register email id. Every cloud was divided in 

cloudlet, for specific cloudlet needed to access user must register on them. In this user can use 

other cloud information and remove other data with the appropriate verification in user side 

and main cloud server side. The user may store any information such as pdf, image, text, etc. 

Once the customer can store data on cloudlet, another user can use those data. 

 

Access control systems based on attributes and associated every scheme’s functionality in was 

given by Sookhak et al., (2017) addition to the characteristic. The attribute-based approaches 

are established on the design; access control mode, annulment method, annulment mode, 

annulment issue, and controller are presented. The pros and cons of the ABE technique was 

identified by this method. 

 

A dynamic three-layer encryption system was proposed by Tang et al., (2018) on DES and 

network coding. The scheme benefited by attaining a dynamic transition amongst efficiency 

and security. It increases its adaptability to numerous cyber conditions. The running ratio of the 

innovative scheme was somewhat lower or equivalent to triple DES. 

 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

Cryptographic algorithms are being used for the protection of data, the security objective called 

confidentiality
[1]-[3]

 which is the parameter that is considered and integrated with the 

system.
[2]-[4]

 However,still, the attackers, electronic malfunctions, the virus and the electronic 

eavesdropper try to attack the information and their transmission. Advanced Encryption 

Standard (AES) comprises ten rounds of difficult arithmetic and matrix operation that leads to 

suspension in a conversion process. In an AES procedure, there are also some security 

concerns. For overcoming those concerns, a novel algorithm called Uncrackable Cipher 

Dynamic Double Encryption Standard (UCDDES) is proposed. 

 

The proposed methodology is clearly given in below Fig.1. In the encryption process, firstly 

the plaintext is converted to cipher text 1. Then, cipher text1 is further converted to cipher text 

2 and it is stored in a cloud. At another end, the cipher text2 is downloaded. Finally, decryption 

of cipher text 1 takes place. Cipher text 1 will be deciphered to obtain the plaintext.  
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Fig. 1. Proposed methodology. 

 

3.1 UCDDES based data encryption with the user revocation and partial key parameters 

For cloud storage, encryption is an important one. In the existing methodology, Extendable 

Access Control System (EACSIP) algorithm is built on top of an ideal cryptographic primeval, 

i.e., Functional Key Encapsulation with Equality Testing (FKE-ET).  It assumes the authorities 

as the trusted party and get the security parameters from the authority. Then the information 

from the data owners is encrypted through the authority. Further, they are sent to the cloud 

storage. Then the user can download the information from the cloud through private keys and 

access policies. The existing system does not offer the efficient encryption technique; the 

classical symmetric encryption technique was used which is not efficient for the real-time 

scenario.  

 

So, the proposed work encrypted the data through UCDDES. Generally, the UCDDES contains 

the key with the length 32, 40 and 48. Because of the three-key length, the intruder cannot 

know the combinations for the entire three key which is the huge task.  Further, in the 

suggested system, even the security user cannot crack the codes once it is generated.To make 

the plain text into more secured ciphertext, the proposed framework is separated into two 

phases, they are 

 

1) Phase I –Cipher Text1: The initial phase which gets the plaintext as input. The input text 

is then converted into the first form of ciphertext with Advanced Substitution method with 128 

bit and a length of a key of 16. 
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2) Phase II – Cipher Text2: The ciphertext which is generatedin phase I is given as input to 

the phase II. The ciphertext is further encoded with a symmetric key having a length of 16 

again (Private Key). This key is similar to a one-time pad key which can be utilized only one 

time for encryption and decryption. 

 

UCDDES offers advantages such as 

 Protection from the collision attack, the SQL injection, the dictionary attack and the brute 

force attack. 

 Achieving data integrity, data confidentiality, and data privacy. 

 

3.2 Algorithm 1: UCDDES Algorithm for Encrytion – Phase 1 

In the encryption process of UCDDES phase 1, a plain text (t1) is given as input. The aim of 

this algorithm is to get a cipher text (C1). The block size considered includes 128, 192, 256 

bits. The cipher text contains the secret key with 32, 40, 48 bits lengths. Key expansion is done 

by Add Round Key to attain the cipher text (C1). 

 

Input: Plain Text (t1), R: Random, Nr: Total_Rounds, Nb: Constant value  

Output: Cipher Text (C1)    

Compute: Block Size R[128, 192, 256-bit Plain_Text] 

For Cipher (t1, Secret_Key) then // UCDDES contains the Secret_key length of 32, 40 and 

48 

Byte_State [4, Nb] 

for (State = t1) 

Add_Round_Key (State, w[0, Nb-1]) //Key Expansion 

for round ==1 : Nr-1 then 

  Sub_Byte(State) 

  Shift_Rows(State) 

  Mix_Columns(State) 

  Add_Round_Key(State, w[round *Nb, (Round+1)*Nb-1]) 

end for 

   Sub_Byte(State) 

   Shift_Bytes(State) 

   Add_Round_Key(State, w[Nr*Nb, (Nr+1) * Nb-1) 

   C1 = State 
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3.3 Algorithm 2: UCDDES Algorithm for Encryption-Phase 2 

The input for encryption in UCDDES Phase 2 is cipher text 1. In order to find the cipher text 

(C2), the same steps are followed as in phase 1. For key expansion, in the initial round, Add 

Round Key procedure is done. In this operation, the input to the round is exclusive-ORed with 

the round key. The SubBytes phase of AES involves splitting the input into bytes and passing 

each through a Substitution Box or S-Box. In ShiftRows, the internal state of the cipher text is 

shifted. MixColumns performs operations splitting the matrix by columns instead of rows.In 

the main rounds, SubBytes, ShiftRows, MixColumns, AddRoundKey processes are done. In 

the final round, SubBytes, ShiftRows, and AddRoundKey are done.  

 

Input: Cipher Text (C1), Nr: Total_Rounds, Nb: Constant value  

Output: Cipher Text (C2)    

if (C1 != NULL) then 

For Cipher2 (C1, Secret_Key) then  // UCDDES contains the Secret_key length of 32, 40 

and 48 

 Byte_State [4, Nb] 

 for (State = C1) 

 Add_Round_Key (State, w[0, Nb-1]) //Key Expansion 

 for round ==1 : Nr-1 then 

  Sub_Byte(State) 

  Shift_Rows(State) 

  Mix_Columns(State) 

  Add_Round_Key(State, w[round *Nb, (Round+1)*Nb-1]) 

 end for 

Sub_Byte(State) 

   Shift_Bytes(State) 

  Add_Round_Key(State, w[Nr*Nb, (Nr+1) * Nb-1) 

   C2 = State 

 

3.4 Algorithm 3: UCDDES Algorithm for Decryption – Phase 1 

In the phase1 of decryption process, C2 is given as input. The output to be obtained is C1. The 

length of block size is 128, 192, and 256 bits. Three stages of decryption take place. 

AddRoundKey procedure is done in Inverse Initial Round. In the inverse Main Round, 

AddRoundKey, MixColumns, ShiftRows, and SubBytes are done whereas in the inverse Final 
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Round AddRoundKey, ShiftRows, SubBytes are performed. The Decipher1 contains the secret 

key of length 32, 40 and 48 bits. Key is expanded during AddRoundKey. 

 

Input: Cipher Text (C2), R: Random, Nr: Total_Rounds, Nb: Constant value  

Output: Cipher Text (C1)    

Compute: Block Size R[128, 192, 256-bit Plain_Text] 

For DeCipher1 (C2, Secret_Key) then  // UCDDES contains the Secret_key length of 32, 40 

and 48 

  Byte_State [4, Nb] 

   for (State = C2) 

  Add_Round_Key (State, w[0, Nb-1]) //Key Expansion 

  for round ==1 : Nr-1 then 

  Inv_Sub_Byte(State) 

  Inv_Shift_Rows(State) 

 

Inv_Mix_Columns(State) 

  Add_Round_Key(State, w[round *Nb, (Round+1)*Nb-1]) 

 end for 

   Inv_Sub_Byte(State) 

   Inv_Shift_Bytes(State) 

   Add_Round_Key(State, w[Nr*Nb, (Nr+1) * Nb-1) 

   C1 = State 

call(Decipher2) 

 

3.5 Algorithm 4: UCDDES Algorithm for Decrytion – Phase 2 

In phase 2 of the decryption process, C1 is taken as input. Plain text (t1) is the expected output. 

Decipher 2 contains the secret key length of 32, 40, and 48 bits. The same process is carried out 

as in phase 1 to get t1. 

Input: Cipher Text (C1), R: Random, Nr: Total_Rounds, Nb: Constant value  

Output: Plain Text (t1)    

Compute: Block Size R[128, 192, 256-bit Plain_Text] 

For DeCipher2 (C1, Secret_Key) then  // UCDDES contains the Secret_key length of 32, 40 

and 48 

  Byte_State [4, Nb] 

   for (State = C1) 
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  Add_Round_Key (State, w[0, Nb-1]) //Key Expansion 

  for round ==1 : Nr-1 then 

Inv_Sub_Byte(State) 

  Inv_Shift_Rows(State) 

  Inv_Mix_Columns(State) 

  Add_Round_Key(State, w[round *Nb, (Round+1)*Nb-1]) 

 end for 

   Inv_Sub_Byte(State) 

   Inv_Shift_Bytes(State) 

   Add_Round_Key(State, w[Nr*Nb, (Nr+1) * Nb-1) 

    t1 = State 

    end 

 

3.6 Explanation of the algorithms   

1)  Consider a block size as given below: 

Block size = R + 

 

Where R denotes Random bit generation. 

2)  The overall number of rounds considered is 10, 12 and 14. 

Number of rounds +  

 

3)  The master key size considered is as mentioned below. 

 

4)  Representations 

a) Input array 1 -> State Array 1 -> Input array 2 -> State Array 2 -> Output Array.  Input plain 

text are stored in the array table of size 4*4 + 4*4 

 

0 Key table -> Key Expansion 
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b) Substitution of Bytes: 

S Box input Array 1 -> State Array 1 -> S Box input Array 2 -> State Array 2 -> Box output 

Array. 

 

c)  Shift rows: Box output -> Input for Shift Box 

Shift Input array 1 -> Shift output Array 1 -> Input Array 2 -> Output Array 2 

 

d)Transformation of Mix Column: Shift Box Output -> Input for mix columns 

 

e)Add round keys: It represents XOR operation with state array. 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Proper cryptography algorithm is chosen for an application in order to avoid the consequences 

of encryption. Therefore, the parameters like performance, weakness, andstrength of the 

procedures must be discussed in detail to prove the performance of the chosen algorithm.
[26]

 

The proposed encryption procedure is analyzed based upon several metrics, andcompared. 

 

Table 1. Comparison of results. 

Data 

Size in 

MB 

Encryption time (s) 
Decryption 

time (s) 
Upload time (s) Download time (s) 

Offline method 
[27]

 

UC

DD

ES 

Offline 

method 
[27]

 

UC

DD

ES 

Offline 

method 
[27]

 

UCD

DES 

Offline 

method 
[27]

 

UCD

DES 

5 1.7 1.2 1.5 1.1 1.5 1.3 1.2 0.97 

10 5.1 4.9 4.9 4.2 3.7 3.1 3.2 2.8 

20 11.7 11.2 11 10.3 6 5.3 4 3.7 

50 17.7 17.1 16 15.3 15 14.3 11 10.3 

100 20.2 19.6 21 20.4 32 31.7 17 16.4 

200 27.1 16.3 27.1 26.3 54 53.1 26 25.3 

512 34.2 33.5 37 36.4 70 69.3 40 39.3 

1024 43.1 42.2 40 39.2 80 79.1 70 69.1 

 

 4.1. Encryption time –It is recognized as the conversion time from plain text to the ciphertext 

which is built including the key length, inputblock length, and mode. Encryption time is 

considered to be important since it plays a major role in the performance of an algorithm.  

 

4.2. Decryption time - It is known as the conversion time from ciphertext to the plaintext 

which includes the key length, inputblock length, and mode. The system works fast if the 

decryption time is less. 
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4.3. Upload time –It is recognized as the time taken to store the data into the cloud system.  

 

4.4. Download time – It is acknowledged as the time taken to retrieve the information from the 

cloud system.  

 

The encryption, decryption, upload and download time are taken in milliseconds. The 

performance of a system depends entirely on the above mentioned metrics. If the time taken for 

encrypting, decrypting, uploading and downloading is less, then the system performs better 

than usual. 

 

In Fig.2, the encode time is compared with offline method. The Offline technique consumes 

high encode time, and our UCDDES technique takes less encode time. When the input file size 

increases the encoding time also increases. For example, for a 5 Mb file, the encryption time is 

1.2 milliseconds whereas for 1024 Mb file, it is 42.2 milliseconds. The UCDDES encryption 

technique performs well compared to offline technique.  

 

 

Fig 2. Evaluation of time of Encryption among various algorithms. 

 

In below Fig.3, the decode time of UCDDES is less when associated with the offline technique. 

The offline technique takes high decode time, and our UCDDES technique takes low 

decryption time. When the input file length increases the decode time also increases. For 

example, for a 5 Mb file, the encryption time is 1.1 milliseconds whereas for 1024 Mb file, it is 

39.2 milliseconds. 

 

The upload text time is compared with offline technique. The Fig.4 demonstrates that the 

upload time is high for Offline technique and low for UCDDES. The time increases together 
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with the file length. For example, for a 5 Mb file, the encryption time is 1.3 milliseconds 

whereas for 1024 Mb file, it is 79.1 milliseconds. 

 

 

Fig 3. Comparison of Decryption time among various algorithms. 

 

 

Fig 4. Comparison of Upload time among various algorithms. 

 

The text download time is less in UCDDES compared to offline technique. The download time 

is lower than the upload time. Below Fig.5 displays that the upload time is high for Offline 

technique and low for UCDDES. The download time increases together with the file length. 

For example, for a 5 Kb file, the encryption time is 0.97 milliseconds whereas for 1024 Mb file, 

it is 69.1 milliseconds 
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Fig 5. Comparison of Download time among various algorithms. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The UCDDES –Uncrackable Cipher Dynamic Double Encryption Standard has been used to 

encode the input data. The encoding procedure is carried out in two stages: the first stage 

encrypts the plaintext with the key. The output of the first stage is given as the input to the 

second stage where again the double encoding takes place with another key. Then the text is 

saved in the cloud. Then the text can be downloaded from the cloud. Decryption of the text is 

done with the keys given. By using this encoding technique, the data integrity, data 

confidentiality, and data privacy are improved. The proposed technique is utilized to prevent 

SQL injection, Brute force, Collision attack and dictionary attack. The encoding time and 

decryption time will further be reduced in the future work to achieve better performance. 
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